
 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation Instructions 
              

Required tools:Required tools:Required tools:Required tools: electric drill, a 3/32” or 1/8”drill bit or (2) in case you break one, a phillips 
screwdriver, hammer, scissors, and a little patience. 
 
This installation will take roughly 2 hours, so set aside enough time to do the job carefully.  
There is drilling and male/female snap placement involved, so please be sure to mark your 
drilling and snap locations accurately. Remember: measure twice, drill once! This screen is 
designed to keep those nasty bugs OUT of your Westy, so make sure you install it snugly, 
conforming to the interior contours of the vehicle. Due to customer feedback, we now supply 
these screens without the snaps pre-installed, but with a snap and tool kit. This allows for all of 
you Westy folks out there who like to do everything in their own special way, to do it “their 
way.” You know who you are! The illustration on page 2 gives our suggested locations for the 
male/female snaps. 
 
Step 1)Step 1)Step 1)Step 1) Locate the forward upper vent, #1 on the diagram. Remove the front screw and 

replace with male snap screw.  
 
Step 2)Step 2)Step 2)Step 2) Measure and map back edge of screen to lay flat; in front of loop handle down to the 

top of the back seat. Make sure that the bottom of the screen is flush with the floor. 
Drill hole for male snap #2 and screw male snap into body. Then install female part 
of #2 with (snap tool) and snap #2 in place. 

 
Step 3)Step 3)Step 3)Step 3) Pull tight, measure and install female part of #1 with (snap tool); and snap #1 in  

place.  
 
Step 4)Step 4)Step 4)Step 4) Follow the numbers in sequence, #3 - #17 and measure, drill, and install The 

remaining snaps. Your screen is your template! 
 
Tips for #10 & #11.Tips for #10 & #11.Tips for #10 & #11.Tips for #10 & #11. Fold flap below slit 90 degrees and install snaps to allow the  
flap to lay flat against rear seat base.  
 
Tips for #12 & #16 area.Tips for #12 & #16 area.Tips for #12 & #16 area.Tips for #12 & #16 area. Remove fire extinguisher from its holder. With scissors,  
cut down the middle of the stitching on the vinyl patch to allow it to fit around the  
fire extinguisher holder strap. 
 
Tip for #17.Tip for #17.Tip for #17.Tip for #17. The last snap can go on the front side of the duct end cap, using the pre-existing 
male snap near the head liner, or wherever the vinyl edge best lays flat and snug. 
 
General Notes General Notes General Notes General Notes ----  Use any pre-existing holes if possible for male snap installation; like with 
#10 and #11 in the seat base, as an example.  
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